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Abstract—Organizations, including governments, generate
(big) data that are high in volume, velocity, veracity, and come
from a variety of sources. Public Administrations are using (big)
data, implementing base registries, and enforcing data sharing
within the entire government to deliver (big) data related integrated
services, provision of insights to users, and for good governance.
Government (Big) data ecosystem actors represent distinct entities
that provide data, consume data, manipulate data to offer paid
services, and extend data services like data storage, hosting
services to other actors. In this research work, we perform a
systematic literature review. The key objectives of this paper are to
propose a robust definition of government (big) data ecosystem
and a classification of government (big) data ecosystem actors and
their roles. We showcase a graphical view of actors, roles, and their
relationship in the government (big) data ecosystem. We also
discuss our research findings. We did not find too much published
research articles about the government (big) data ecosystem,
including its definition and classification of actors and their roles.
Therefore, we lent ideas for the government (big) data ecosystem
from numerous areas that include scientific research data,
humanitarian data, open government data, industry data, in the
literature.

Keywords—Big data, big data ecosystem, classification of big
data actors, big data actors roles, definition of government (big)
data ecosystem, data-driven government, eGovernment, gaps in
data ecosystems, government (big) data, public administration,
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I. INTRODUCTION
N today’s data-driven world, organizations are making
efforts to create a data-driven culture in public
organizations. To achieve a data-driven culture,
organizations are adhering to basic (big) data principles.
Such principles are about data generation, data storage,
access to data, free flow of data, sharing of data, data
publishing, data management, data analysis, data re(use),
data protection, data privacy, and data preservation [1]-[3].
Globally, organizations are adopting state-of-the-art
technological (big) data solutions to realize their value of
(big) data, to promote data-driven decision making, and
discover new business prospects [4]-[6].
Data are facts and figures about an object, and
organizations usually process data, including raw data, as
per their needs [4]. Organizations create, gather, and store
data in different forms like textual, numeric, images, audio,
and videos [7], [8]. Data are key strategic asset for the
private, public sectors, and civil society. Organizations,
particularly public sector organizations, are developing
innovative abilities to transform data into information and
knowledge for the data-driven government [4], [9].
Pospiech and Felden define big data as it can mean big
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volume, big variety, and big velocity. [10]. They further
added that it is difficult to process big data without using
cost-effective and unique innovative technological tools and
analytical techniques [10]-[12].
Big Data is a paradigm shift in the perception of
approaches to understand and study the world.
Organizations are using big data to analyze fine-grained data
to create numerous opportunities [13], [14]. In public sector
organizations, such opportunities include efficient public
service delivery, enablement of data-driven decision making
for policymakers, enhancement of country digital economy,
creation of new jobs for the youth, promote civic
participation to define and improve public policies [12][15], and boost data value creation for the businesses [15][17].
We noticed different sources of (big) data in the literature.
Examples of key (big) data sources include the smart mobile
handsets, online social networks, Internet of Things (IoT),
cloud computing solutions, and smart cities [18]-[20]. Public
administrations process such sources of big data related to
various public sectors like health, education, agriculture to
promote data-driven administration [21]-[23].
We found different definitions of (big) data ecosystems
in the literature. In these (big) data ecosystem definitions,
we observed a common viewpoint amongst the research
community that (big) data ecosystem is a network of
different elements. We also noted that different elements of
(big) data ecosystems like data, people, organizations,
organizational procedures, and technology [24]. [25] define
a big data ecosystem as a network of people and
technologies to collect, handle, and use the (big) data and
the interactions with each other [25].
Governments are aiming to create public value by
accomplishing the needs and wishes of the public.
Governments are implementing (big) data ecosystem in the
public organizations to achieve such aims. Public
administrations create, refine, store, analyze, access,
manage, share, publish, re(use), protect, preserve data
through (big) data ecosystem. Such data may be related to
government employees, courts, taxes, agriculture crops,
crimes. Moreover, (big) data ecosystem is the fundamental
driver and enabler for the data-driven government [24], [26].
The main goals of this research are to propose a robust
definition of government (big) data ecosystem and a holistic
classification of government (big) data ecosystem actors and
their roles.
In the literature, we found about 25 research studies that
had attempted to define the data ecosystem. However, these
research studies had narrow perspectives and focused on a
specific concept with limited details [27]-[30]. Moreover,
[31], [32] explained generic ecosystems’ definitions to fill
the definition space in their research studies. In the
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literature, we did not find a well-established definition of
government (big) data ecosystem.
To address the literature gap mentioned above, we
proposed a definition of government (big) data ecosystem.
Our proposed definition of government (big) data ecosystem
consists of the following three main concepts that we
revealed in the literature definitions of (big) data ecosystem.
The first concept is “socio-technical network”; the second
concept is “data functions”, and the last central concept is
“data value creation”. We describe our proposed definition
of government (big) data ecosystem and its associated
information in the forthcoming sections.
In the literature, (big) data ecosystem research studies
adopted a heterogeneous theoretical foundation to define
(big) data ecosystems. The examples of most common such
theories include socio-technical theory and value chain
theory. Such mixed theories are adopted because (big) data
field is in its infancy. Moreover, various research and
industry communities have been exploring the (big) data
field separately [33]-[35]. We also followed the same
approach in terms of theoretical foundation to define
government (big) data ecosystem.
Government (Big) data ecosystem actors represent
distinct entities that provide data, consume data, manipulate
data to offer paid services, and extend data services (e.g.
data storage and hosting services) to other actors. For
example, actors who provide or publish data to other actors
in the government (big) data ecosystem is called data
publishers or data providers. In the literature, actors are put
together in different groups [32], [36]-[38]. We called actors
group as a class.
Each actor's class has a different set of sectors and
communities. For example, data publishers’ class relevant
sectors and communities include public sector/agencies
[39]-[41],
NGOs [42] municipal, state or federal
government, and local government [38].
Each class has a different role and motivation. For
example, the roles of the data publishers’ class are to define
data-driven plans/policies, create and gather data, store data,
and publish data freely. The motive of the data publisher
class is to work for better governance and to improve the
quality of life of the citizens [37], [40], [41], [43], [44].
In the literature, we also did not find harmonization in
(big) data actors and their roles. This problem took place as
authors give different titles for actors and assigned
contradictory roles [32], [42]-[44].
We also proposed a classification of government (big)
data ecosystem actors and their roles. Detailed information
about our proposed classification of actors, roles, is
described in the forthcoming sections.
We found research articles on various areas based (big)
data ecosystem. We noticed that these research articles
based on areas like scientific research, semantic web & web
content management, open government, and business. We
did not find many research articles specifically on
government (big) data ecosystem, including its definition
and classification of the government (big) data ecosystem
actors and their roles. Therefore, we borrowed ideas for the
government (big) data ecosystem from the existing literature
on the areas above based (big) data ecosystem.
This paper is a continuation of our last research paper,
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under review, and based on our systematic literature review
regarding government (big) data ecosystem [37]. It is
pertinent to mention that due to the common source of our
past and current research articles, there is a possibility that
readers of both articles may find some recurrence in the
contents, especially in the initial sections.
The remainder of the research paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, we present the research method and
literature search process and its outcomes. In Section III, we
describe our results. In Section IV, we include a detailed
analysis of literature definitions of (big) data ecosystem and
describe our proposed definition of government (big) data
ecosystem. We present a graphical view of actors, roles, and
their relationship in the government (big) data ecosystem.
We also discuss our research findings, and lastly, in Section
V, we describe our conclusion.
II. RESEARCH METHOD
We carried out a systematic literature review about the
government (big) data ecosystem to find and organize
research articles for the analysis of the literature review. We
followed the research approach as per the proposed
guidelines of Kitchenham [45]. The details about our
research goals, research question, and the literature search
process are as below:
A. Goal and Research Questions
The goal of our research is to emphasize the government
(big) data ecosystem definition, and classification of actors,
and their roles. For this, we framed research questions:
RQ1: what is the definition of government (big) data
ecosystem? RQ2: What is the classification of government
(big) data ecosystem actors and their roles? The RQ1 aims
to describe literature definitions of (big) data ecosystem,
whereas RQ2 aims to explain the classification of
government (big) data ecosystem actors and their roles. In
the analysis and discussion section, we include a detailed
analysis of literature definitions of (big) data ecosystem and
describe our proposed definition of government (big) data
ecosystem. We present a graphical view of actors, roles, and
their relationship in the government (big) data ecosystem.
We also discuss our research findings.
We attain our research goals and find out the answers to
the mentioned-above questions by analysis of literature. We
explain the mentioned-above aspects in the forthcoming
sections.
B. Literature Search Process
In this section, we describe information about the
selection of electronic research libraries, relevant keywords,
search criteria, and literature search process results.
We explored four electronic libraries: ACM Digital
Library, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Science Direct, and
Springer Link. We did not specify articles publication year
range to search research articles from the aforesaid
electronic libraries. We only included English language
articles in our literature review. We assigned high priority to
choose a content type of journal. However, we did not find
many research articles about (big) data ecosystem from the
journals. We included relevant research articles from other
sources to get. Such other sources include proceedings of
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international conferences, advanced countries' relevant
policies, strategies, Acts, and case studies. We started the
search process to find out relevant research articles in
February 2019 and continue this process until December
2019. We also included secondary references in our subject
literature review. We selected the secondary references from
our primary paper references.
We performed the search process using online systems of
above mentioned electronic libraries and manually explored
official websites of some advanced countries, including the
EU and its member states as well. We performed the search
process in the following four phases to find out relevant
research articles about require topics of government (big)
data ecosystem. We performed searches on the following
keyword strings in the research paper title, keywords, and
abstract:

Phase-I: We utilize mentioned-above electronic
libraries to search the keywords “DATA ACTORS”,
“DATA ACTORS ROLES”, “CLASSIFICATION OF
DATA ACTORS”, DATA PROVIDER”, “DATA
USERS”, “DATA BUSINESS ENTITY”, “DATA
SUPPORT
SERVICE
PROVIDER”,
“Data
Ecosystem”, and “DATA-DRIVEN GOVERNMENT”
along with choices “exact phase” and “matches all.”
We found a limited number of relevant research articles
from the mentioned-above phase1 of our literature
search process.

Phase-II: In the phase-II of our literature search
process, we performed a search on the keywords that
are mentioned-above phase-I along with new choices
like “matches any”.
We investigated the results of phase-I and phase-II and
compared them with our essential topics of government
(big) data ecosystems to be examined and described in the
subject research work. We observed that still, we need more
relevant research articles.

Phase-III: In the phase-III of our literature search
process, we performed a search on the additional
keywords like “data policy”, “digital agenda”, “datadriven government”.

Phase-IV: In the phase-IV of our literature search
process, we manually explored official websites of
some advanced countries, including the EU and its
member states as well.
The final number of papers that we gathered after
removing duplicates is 1021. Then, papers having titles
irrelevant to our research were also identified manually and
excluded in our next review phase, so it reduced the papers
to 512. The procedure mentioned above was repeated by
scanning the papers’ abstracts, reaching 357 papers. We
read the whole text of these papers, culminating in 294 of
them for the future course of action. We presented our
literature search process results in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Procedure for identifying preliminary studies

III. RESULTS
We thoroughly examined 294 research articles that we
already found papers through the above mentioned literature
research process. We extracted relevant information from
these papers. We organized information within the
following categories: definition of government (big) data
ecosystem, types of government (big) data, data lifecycle for
the next generation data-driven government, government
(big) data actors and their roles.
In this research article, we detailed our results, based on
above mentioned research questions, about the following 2
elements, as shown in Table I.
TABLE I
GOVERNMENT (BIG) DATA ECOSYSTEM 2 KEY ELEMENTS AND THEIR
RESPECTIVE TOTAL NUMBERS OF PAPERS
Government (big)
Elements
Actors and their Roles
data ecosystem Definition
Total papers
36
18

In Table I, we mentioned that 36 research articles about
the definition of government (big) data ecosystem and 18
research articles about government (big) data ecosystem
actors and their roles that we included in our preliminary
studies. The details of government (big) data ecosystem and
government (big) data ecosystem actors and their roles are
as below:
A. Results for RQ1 – Definition of Government (Big) Data
Ecosystem
We have found about 25 research studies, which had
attempted to define the data ecosystems. Here we present
some definitions of data ecosystems found for the data
ecosystem concept in different contexts. References [40],
[46], [47] define the data ecosystem as a network of
humanitarian actors, governments, and private sector
organizations, and affected communities in which they
interact with each other to produce, collect and analyze
digital data about vulnerable populations — the actors in the
humanitarian data ecosystem exchange data for disaster
management through close coordination. Reference [47]
added that sources of crisis-affected communities data
include mobile phone records, social media posts, satellite
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imagery, sensor data, financial transactions. The said
definition pertains to the humanitarian domain. Parsons et
al. define the data ecosystem, specific to the scientific
research field, as the people and technologies are collecting,
handling, and using the (big) data and the interactions
between them [25]. References [32] and [48] define data
ecosystems as socio-technical complex networks in which
actors (organizations and individuals) interact and
collaborate to exchange and use data as the primary source
to foster innovation, create value, and support new
businesses. Reference [45] defines (big) data ecosystem as a
heterogeneous network of software, hardware, and
networking resources, human capital (such as skills),
industry applications and methodological techniques, social
actors, and the new ideas and concepts those actors coin
[49].
We noted that some data ecosystems clearly stated about
open data and its entire ecosystem in the literature [31],
[50]-[52], [39]. Reference [37] defines an open data
ecosystem. For example, [32] defines open data ecosystem
as a complex of various actors, having light interaction with
each other, and usually perform open data functions like
create, find, store, open, access, share, protect, preserve, and
feedback [37].
During the literature review, we also noted that some data
ecosystems definitions be relevant to certain domains like
the humanitarian [47], [40], [46], and personal [53] data
ecosystems. Reference [35] was of the view that definitions
of such domains-based data ecosystems are associated with
an environment where an ecosystem emerges [35].
To address the mentioned above literature gap, we
proposed a robust definition of government (big) data
ecosystem. First, we explain the following identified three

main concepts in the literature regarding the definition of
government (big) data ecosystem:
1. Identification of the Concepts in Literature about
Government Data Ecosystems Definitions
During the investigation of existing literature definitions,
we identified three main concepts. The first concept is
“socio-technical network,” which is about the collaboration
of socio-technical elements such as people, processes,
technology, organizations, data, and infrastructure. The
second concept is “data functions,” which consist of
different phases (data collection, data integration, analysis,
data storage, sharing, use, data security and protection, and
data archive) to transform data/information into knowledge.
The third and last central concept is “data value creation,”
which is about the extraction of value from the data (big).
These values (public service delivery, data-driven
administration, transparency, data economy, and new
businesses) are the outcome of the data functions performed
on data in a collaborative environment by the stakeholders.
In the literature, mentioned above three concepts did not
exist together in any single data ecosystem definition.
Moreover, we noticed that some literature definitions consist
of first and third concepts. Some (big) data ecosystem
definitions consist of second and third concepts, and other
definitions consist of first and second concepts.
2. Grouping Three Main Concepts
For a robust definition of the data ecosystem, we grouped
three identified main three concepts. The pictorial
presentation of our proposed definition of government (big)
data ecosystem that consists of n these concepts extracted
from the literature definitions is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Three main concepts - Definition of Government (Big) Data Ecosystem

3. Explanation about How Mentioned Concepts Help
Someone to Understand Better the Government (Big) Data
Ecosystem
Our government (big) data ecosystem definition consists
of following three concepts. Our self-explanatory definition
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gives a holistic understanding of the data ecosystem and its
core components to the readers. Our proposed definition
first concept gives understanding to the readers that (big)
data ecosystem consists of socio-technical elements,
including organizations require collaborative efforts to
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process the data (big) as per their needs [54]. The second
concept emphasizes on a data lifecycle through which
organizations process raw data and transform information
into knowledge. The last concept conveys a clear message to
the stakeholders that besides keeping big data, they should
also focus on the extraction of value from the data (big) for
their benefits.
We describe a detailed analysis of literature definitions of
(big) data ecosystem and present our robust definition of
government (big) data ecosystem in the forthcoming section
“Analysis and Discussion”.
B. Results for RQ2: Classification of Government (Big)
Data Actors, and Their Roles
Actors represent distinct entities that provide data,
consume data, manipulate data to offer paid services, and
extend data services (e.g., data storage and hosting services)
to other actors in the government (big) data ecosystem.
Actors are put together in distinct groups, and we call this
group as a class. Each class has a different set of sectors and
communities. Moreover, such a class has a different role and
motivation as well.
As we mentioned above in the literature, we did not find
harmonization in types of actors and their roles. This
problem took place as authors give different titles for actors
and assigned contradictory roles [32], [42]-[44].
To describe literature on government (big) data
ecosystem actors and their roles in a better presentable way,

we establish a classification of government (big) data
ecosystem actors and their roles, as shown in Fig. 3.
The explanation of each class of government (big) data
ecosystem actors and their roles are as below that include
definition of each actor class, sub-types, relevant sectors and
communities, actor class roles and motivation, and some
real examples as well:
1. Data Publishers (Providers)
Definition
The data publishers (providers) typically represent
distinct entities that amply provide data to other relevant
actors of the data ecosystem [32]. The provided data can
represent raw data, redefined data/information, or analyzed
information. The data publishers give data to the data users
for free or with some licenses that restrict the use of data for
commercial purposes. For example, a Creative Commons
(CC) license is a public copyright license that enables the
free distribution of an otherwise copyrighted work [42],
[32].
Types of Data Publishers
There are two types of data publishers. The first type
represents the entities that provide data for free and without
any condition or with some licenses. Such a data license
restricts the use of data. The second type of data publishers
that do business from selling access to the data [55], [56].

Fig. 3 Classification of Government (Big) Data Actors and their Roles

The first type of entity usually represents public
administrations or other public entities. They provide data to
improve the national economy, enabling enterprises and
citizens to exploit the data [55]. The second type of entity
usually sells data. They engage users to pay for data. Such
entities provide only a subset of their data as open data and
provide access to specific data by users as per signed datasharing agreement [56].
Relevant Sectors and Communities
Data publishers’ relevant sectors and communities
include the public sector/agencies [43], [40], [41], NGOs
[42], municipal, state or federal government, and local
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government [38]. The provided data can represent raw data,
redefined data/ information, or analyzed information [32],
[38].
Roles and Motivation
The role of the data publishers is to define data-driven
plans/policies, create and gather data, store data, and publish
data freely. Data publishers also participate in stakeholder
joint activity “feedback and discussion”. The motive of the
data publisher is to work for better governance and to
maximize the quality of life of the citizens [37], [40], [41],
[43], [44]. Zuiderwijk et al. were of the view that data
providers and data users depend critically on each other. In
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the literature, we also noted that a commercial value of
raw data
could
only
achieve
when
both
actors collaborate [50]. The data publishers also stimulate
the participation of citizens in governmental processes of
decision making and policymaking [57], [32]. The
responsible government data agencies may not only
share data with data users freely but also get back in return
value-added input from them [41]. Data users and business
entities perform supportive roles in publishing the data in
the data ecosystems.
Real Examples of Data Publishers (Providers)
In this sub-section, we share real examples of data
publishers. The first example is the Helsinki Regional
Transport Authority (HRTA), a data publisher, has
developed a free API that provides access to information to
data users. The data users, including service providers, use
this API to help customers with trip planning. Through
HRTA API, data users can access different kinds of
information. These kinds of information include publictransportation routes and timetables, service disruptions, and
live data for vehicle location and tracking. Moreover,
mobile Apps developers used the HRTA API to create about
30 mobile trip-planning applications [38]. Another example
is the Russian City “St. Petersburg” open government portal
[58]. The portal contained 195 datasets from 46 data
providers until July 2019. The data providers include the
administration of St. Petersburg, Administration of the
Governor of St. Petersburg, the Committee on Energy and
Engineering. [54]. The EU open data portal contained 13801
datasets of different areas from 12 data providers until July
2019 [59]. Data providers include the European Parliament,
the Council of the European Union, the European
Commission. The EU and St. Petersburg portals also
introduced mobile apps to discover the potential of both
open data portals.
2. Data Users
Definition
The data user is an entity that consumes data that are
provided by the data publishers in a data ecosystem. Data
users may consume information manually or with the help
of data-based applications and services [36]. Dawes et al.
stated that when the government itself is an active data user,
it seems more capable of discovering the needs of external
users and more likely to offer appropriate data and
information to people [54]. Haak et al. were of the view that
data publishers and users should mutually trust and be
transparent to each other while providing data and
employing it in the data ecosystems [40].
Types of Data Users
A data user can be a consumer, a citizen, or an enterprise
user. A consumer is a user that bought a commercial
application from an application store. A citizen can be the
user that uses the provided application as a citizen. An
enterprise user is a user who uses the applications in
business. For example, the application can enable a user to
produce information from the environment and then
consume the information provided by the public
administration [36]. Rao et al. were of the view that data
consumers include citizens in general, who will use services
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developed by re-users. Reference [42] added that data
consumers also include a civil society that may use and
publish research outcomes and request more information
and services. Zuiderwijk et al. stated that data users include
data infomediaries or intermediaries. The infomediaries
process the raw data and add value to the data through
cleaning, analyzing and integrating the data. Other users
may prefer to make use of the processed data or services and
tools that are derived from raw data by infomediaries [32].
Relevant Sectors and Communities
Data users’ relevant sectors and communities include
local community/individuals, public sector [43], NGO, civil
society [42], private sector, academics [60].
Roles and Motivation
The roles of the data users are to use data, provide
feedback, do R&D to investigate new algorithms,
technologies, publish research [54]. Smith et al. stated that
data users perform the roles of finding data, analysis of data,
data processing, and participate in the stakeholder joint
activity ‘feedback and discussion’ [37]. Immonen et al.
stated that data users’ roles include an application developer
to utilize the data as part of the service and an interpreter to
interpret the data [36]. Zuiderwijk et al. explained that data
users could conduct different activities on the data and
provide feedback to the data publishers and other
stakeholders. The examples of such activities include
searching, finding, integrating, filtering, analyzing,
visualizing data [50]. Infomediaries are providing data
management as a service. Other organizations and
individuals use this service [41]. The motivations of the data
users are to promote community welfare, business growth,
and to encourage civil society participation to enhance the
quality of the data [54], [36].
B3. Data Business entity
B3.1 Definition: The data business entities integrate their
data with the publisher’s data to offer data services, and they
gain income from the usage of their services by external
organizations. They offer essential data service to both data
publishers and users [37],[61], [36].
B3.2 Types of data business entity: There are different
types of data business entities. Such types of business
entities include data application developers [36], data
aggregator [36], [44], data harmonizer [36], [42], data
analyzer [38], data enablers [61], data brokers [37], [36],
data facilitators, data re-users [42], data marketplace
companies, data consultants [37]. The application
developers innovate applications around the available data
and integrate their organizational data. Data publishers and
data support service providers deliver data and services for
applications [36]. Data aggregators combine and modify
data. They collect data from different sources [36], [43].
Data
harmonizers
perform
standardization
and
homogenization of data. Data harmonizers also gather
different data sources [36], [44]. The data analyzer gathers
and analyzes data [38]. Data enablers provide solutions and
services to data publishers to combine different types of
data. Such types of data include users’ locations, medical
records, crowdsourced, and third-party data. Data brokers
have their sub-types, which include data promoters,
distributors, and matchmakers. Data broker sells personal
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data about individuals to other third parties without a data
owner’s permission [62]. This way of selling personal data
creates doubts among the community, and they do not trust
the current ecosystems.
The data promoter finds out data and advertises it to the
actors. Data distributor provide the communication and
distribution channels of data. Data matchmakers match the
data demand with the best available data source [38]. Data
facilitators aid with the exchange of data between the data
publishers and data users in the data ecosystem [61]. Online
data marketplace companies use websites or mobile
applications. Such technological solutions connect buyers
and sellers in an open, cooperative environment [37]. Data
re-users include entrepreneurs, companies, IT organizations,
and universities that use data to develop applications or
services aimed at citizens or to do research [42]. Data
consultants provide consultancy services to the other actors
in the data ecosystem

B3.3. Relevant sectors and communities: Data
business entities’relevant sector and communities include th
e private sector only [43].
B3.4 Roles and Motivation: Data business entities analyze
gathered data from various sources, provide channels for
communication and distribution of data. They visualize data,
advertising data to the other actors, and provide insights into
the data. Data business entities match the data users' demand
with the best available data source. Data business entities
provide data consultancy services to the companies. The
consultancy services are helpful for the companies to
determine customers’ needs and utilization areas of the
present data [38].
In some cases, they performed an intermediator role
between data providers and data users and arranged links
between these parties [43], [42], [38]. Data business entities
perform a crucial role in the exchange of data between data
publishers and data users [61]. The motivations of the data
business entities include commercialization, business
growth, and earn money [36].
B3.5 Real examples of data business entities: Lindman et
al. presented an example of a data analyzer company. The
company uses open government data and private data
acquired from Finnish firms, to produce credit ratings and
other financial information for sale. They described another
example of a data analyzer company that analyzes business’
financial data and draws an easy-to visualize, a tree-shaped
image of their balance sheets [38]. Magalhaes et al.
highlighted an example of data enablers companies
‘Captricity’ and ‘Xcential’ that assist governments in
transforming static documents into actionable data [61].
Quandl, a data enabler tool that helps users’ to explores
complex finance, economics, society, health, energy, and
demography data. PolicyMap, a data enabler tool that
centralizes, mines, and relates voluminous public data about
companies, people, and locations [61]. eBay, an e-commerce
platform provider, Uber, and Cream, ride-hailing service
providers, are examples of online data marketplace
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companies [37].
B4. Data Support Service Providers
B4.1 Definition: The data support service provider
provides support services to the other actors in the data
ecosystems. Such services include data hosting, data
storage, and the design & development of mobile
applications and websites [36], [38].
B4.2 Types of data support service providers: There are
different types of data support service providers. These
types of service providers include cloud computing service
providers, mobile applications, and website design and
development service providers, and user-experience
providers [38], [36]. The cloud computing service providers
deliver the physical facilities for the data ecosystem and
receive income from the facilities ‘rent’. The mobile
application and website development service providers offer
software application development expertise and visual
design to their clients in the data ecosystem [36], [61]. The
user-experience providers gather and combine data sources
and offer user interfaces to manipulate data through a web
browser or mobile application [38].
B4.3 Relevant sectors and communities: Data support
service providers’ have various relevant sectors and
communities. Such sectors and communities include the
private sector, cloud computing services entities, mobile
application & website development entities, and other public
sector supporting agencies [32], [36], [38].
B4.4 Roles and motivation: Data support service
providers are providing cloud-based data hosting services,
mobile applications, and website development expertise to
their clients in the data ecosystem Data support service
providers' motivations are to generate revenue by
provisioning data hosting services, selling mobile
applications, and website development [37], [50].
B4.5 Real examples of data support service providers:
In this sub-section, we share real examples of data
support service providers. Amazon Web Services (AWS)
offers cloud-based platforms on a pay-per-use basis to the
clients. These clients may include individuals, companies,
and governments. For example, a company is providing data
support services to their clients by creating a website
showing job advertisements [38]. A company website also
improves through additional information from other sources.
The examples of such resources include online maps, social
media, financial data, and news feeds. In the literature, we
also observed that a company is getting revenue by selling
website subscriptions or advertisements shown within the
sites.
In the literature, we did not find a holistic classification of
government (big) data ecosystem. Our aforesaid proposed
classification of government (big) data ecosystem actors and
their roles address the mentioned above literature gap and
provides a comprehensive set of actors and gives clarity in
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actors' roles.

[27],[28],[29],[30].

IV.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we describe a detailed analysis of
literature definitions of (big) data ecosystem, describe our
proposed definition of government (big) data ecosystem. We
present a graphical view of actors, roles, and their
relationship in the government (big) data ecosystem. We
also discuss our research findings.

To address the mentioned above literature gaps, we
performed an analysis of the three concepts, shown in fig 2
above, regarding the definition of government (big) data
ecosystem and proposed a definition of Government (big)
data ecosystem.

A.
Analysis of Literature Definitions of (Big) Data,
and our Proposed Definition of Government (Big) Data
Ecosystem:
In the literature, we found about twenty-five research
studies, which had attempted to define the data ecosystem.
However, these research studies had a narrow perspective
and focused on a specific concept with limited details
A1. Overview of three Concepts (C) regarding definition
of government (big) data ecosystem, and our proposed
definition of government (big) data ecosystem: An overview
of three Concepts ( C ), as shown in fig 2, above, and our
proposed definition of government (big) data ecosystem is
as below:
A1.1. C1 - Socio-technical network: In the literature,
we observed that the “socio-technical network” concept
mostly exists in all literature definitions. However, different
authors assigned different labels to this concept in their
respective definitions. The examples of such labels include
“interconnected human & technological resources”,
“complex network of individuals and organizations”,
“complex interconnected, multilayered ecosystem”, and
“heterogeneous network of software, hardware, people, and
processes”. We reviewed all these labels and assigned a
unique label to this concept as a “socio-technical network”.
This section also possesses different characteristics of
ecosystems such as i) emphasize on the behavior of the
people supported by the technology [51], ii) interdependent
elements (e.g., networks of interactions, risk assessments in
organizations) and interdependent components [63] and iii)
composed of interconnected, interrelated and interdependent
digital species situated in a digital environment.
We found these concept elements (‘people’, ‘processes’,
‘technology’, ‘organizations’, ‘data’, and ‘infrastructure’)
from literature definitions. Moreover, we also opted for
some elements from literature other than the part of the
definition. The examples of such elements are ‘data services
(data portals)’, and ‘base registries’. We will explain these
elements in our next research work segment “component of
the data ecosystem.” In this concept, some elements
represent the social part (e.g. people, and organizations.)
while other elements (e.g. technology and data portals.)
represent the technological part.
Our proposed definition starts from the first concept
which we identified from the literature definitions i.e. “A
socio-technical network [37], [43], [64], [48], [49], [65] of
people, processes, technology, infrastructure, data services,
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In the literature, (big) data ecosystem research studies
adopted a heterogeneous theoretical foundation to define
(big) data ecosystems. The example of most common such
theories includes socio-technical theory and value chain
theory. Such mixed theories are adopted because (big) data
field is in its infancy. Moreover, various research and
industry communities have been exploring the (big) data
field separately [33],[34], [35]. We also followed the same
approach in terms of theoretical foundation to define
government (big) data ecosystem.
base registries standards & policies, processes, organizations
…...”. This concept focuses on the social and technical
resources to work jointly to transform data into knowledge.
However, our definition also contains aforesaid second and
third identified main concepts as well.
A1.2. C2-Data Functions: This concept is found in some
literature definitions and not in all definitions as compared
to the first concept. Some authors [54], [66], [32], [52], [49],
[65] consider the first and third concepts only in their
respective data ecosystems definitions. This concept consists
of different phases such as data collection, data integration,
analysis, data storage, sharing, use, data security and
protection, and data archive. These phases are important to
transform data/information into knowledge. This concept is
also helpful in identifying dataflows and work processes for
stakeholders in the data ecosystem [14]. This section also
possesses different characteristics of ecosystems such as i)
data cycles with feedback loops, sharing of data back to
publishers and sharing between so-called infomediaries, and
ii) infomediaries to publish and share what public
organizations produce [67].
We found “data functions” concept elements like
‘collection’, ‘integration’, ‘analysis’, ‘storage’, ‘sharing’,
‘use’, ‘security & protection’, and ‘archive’ from literature
definitions. We also found such elements from other fifty
(big) research studies about data lifecycle models that are
published during the last 25 years period. We considered
these eight (08) data functions as mandatory, and the other
eleven phases (e.g. ‘planning’, ‘filtering’, and ‘destruction’)
are optional.
Our definition starts from the first concept and followed
by the second concept which we already identified from the
literature i.e. “A socio-technical network [37], [43], [64],
[48], [49], [65] of people, processes, technology,
infrastructure, data services, base registries standards &
policies, processes, organizations and resources jointly work
to perform data functions (collection, integration, analysis,
storage, sharing, use, data security & protection and
Archive) [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74],[75] in order
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….”. This concept focuses on the data functions. These data
functions usually perform to transform data into knowledge.
However, our definition also contains identified the third
main concept as well.
A1.3. Data Value Creation: This concept is found in a
few literature definitions as compared to the first and second
concepts. Some authors [37], [76], [77], [67], [52], [25],
[64], [29], [49],[78], [30] did not consider this concept in
their respective data ecosystems definitions. It is about the
extraction of value from the data (big). Harrison et al. [51]
mentioned that someone gauge data value by knowing about
the context of the use of data. The examples of data value
creation from data (big) are data-driven administration,
public service delivery, and open government. Data by itself
has no value. However, the extraordinary value-adding
potential of data lies in the ability to extract meaningful and
actionable information from it. Hence, our proposed
government (big) data ecosystem definition third concept
focuses on value creation junction with our identified first
and second concepts.
We found a list of data value creation from literature
definitions and other relevant twenty plus research studies
on this concept as well. The possible values are public
service delivery , data driven administration [79], new
businesses [53], [50], [32], data economy [54], innovation
[35],[54], [51], transparency [80],[54], [63],[38], [18],
public polices & strategies alignments [81], [79], open
government [38], exchange of data confidently [49],
people’s personal data management [82], government
performance [63], democratic governance, and political
participation , trust in government , data reuse and
integration of public and private data [54].
We further explore (big) data ecosystem literature
definitions that somehow consist of one or two of the
concepts mentioned above. We presented a summary of the
literature (big) data ecosystem definitions and occurrence of
the mentioned above three main concepts in Table 2, as
below:
Table 2: Summary of research (big) data ecosystem
definitions and the existence of three main concepts:
S#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Literature Definitions
References
[27]
[35], [32], [48]
[77]
[50]
[51]
[76]
[54]
[52]
[83]
[25]
[64]
[67]
[29]

C1

C2

C3

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
-

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

[49]
[30]
[78]
[47], [40], [46]
[84]
[37]
[85]
[28]

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
-

×
×
×

×
×

Hint: C1 - Socio-technical network, C2 - Data Functions, C3- Data Value
Creation

In the above table 2, we describe literature definitions
references due to paper space limitation. We describe the
following two literature definitions as an example for the
readers of this research paper. Moreover, readers of this
research article may read above mentioned referenced
published research studies about definitions of (big) data
ecosystem. [27] defined (big) data ecosystem as a system of
interconnected human and technological resources working
together to extract value from data and to use it for decisionmaking. The said definition of (big) data ecosystem consists
of C1 and C3 concepts. Whereas [77] defined (big) data
ecosystem as a kind of a data-based system where
stakeholders of different sizes perform different data
functions and consume open government data in connection
with online tools, services, and societies. The data functions
include find, manage, archive, publish, reuse, integrate, and
mashup. The second definition of (big) data ecosystem
consists of C2 and C3 concepts.
Our definition started with the first concept and followed
by the second and third concepts that we already identified
from the literature. From the above, we define the
government data ecosystem as under:
“A socio-technical network [37], [43], [64], [48], [49],
[65] of people, processes, technology, infrastructure, data
services, base registries standards & policies, processes,
organizations, and resources jointly work to perform data
functions (collection, integration, analysis, storage, sharing,
use, data security & protection, and Archive [68],
[69],[70],[71], [74], [72], [73], [75] in order to extract
value [27], [43],[32], [51], [36] from data to ensure better
services delivery, support the businesses, promote datadriven administration & open government, boost data
economy and policy creation to benefit citizens, businesses,
and government bodies itself”.
Our robust definition covers the main aspects of the data
(big) ecosystems identified in the literature definitions. We
did not find any single data ecosystem definition in the
literature, which is based on all three main concepts and so
self-explanatory for the readers.
B.

Classification of actors, roles, and relationships:
In figure 4, below, we present a graphical view of our
proposed classification of actors, roles, and their
relationships in the government data ecosystem.
In the use case diagram, we described eight use cases
only to represent data actors’ interactions in the government
253
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data ecosystem. The eight use cases consist of publish data,
consume data, clean data, insights of data, data hosting, data
access, feedback, and re-use. The diagram demonstrates the
relationship between the actors and the different use cases in
which the actor is involved. For example, in the use case
‘publish data’, our first class of actors ‘data publisher’ is
overall responsible for managing the data publishing

Whereas our third class of actors ‘business entities’ and
fourth class of actors ‘support service providers perform a
nurturing role. In the diagram, we equally represent subactions of the use case ‘publish data.

Fig 4. Classification of actors, roles and their relationships
The sub-actions include define the data-driven plan,
create, gather, integrate data, and storage of data. Data
publishers can perform requisite actions on raw data by
themselves or may obtain assistance from other actors. In
use case ‘re-use’, our second class of actors “data users”,
and the other three classes of our actors perform a set of
actions on the published data. They suggest improvements
and corrections in the published data to the publishers.

participation is required at our end to have new findings.

V.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
. Government (big) data ecosystems can help the public
administration to take evidence-based decisions making,
ensure data interoperability and data privacy, prioritize the
problems, encourage civic participation in government in
developing holistic policy development processes, and
contribute to a better government.

To address this literature gaps, we proposed a definition
of government (big) data ecosystem. Our proposed
definition consists of above mentioned three main concepts
that we found from the literature (big) data ecosystem
definitions. The three concepts include a socio-technical
network. The first concept is “socio-technical network. The
second concept is “data functions”, and the last main
concept is “data value creation”. We define government
(big) data ecosystem as “A socio-technical network [37],
[43], [64], [48], [49], [65] of people, processes,
technology, infrastructure, data services, base registries

State-of-the-art research in government (big) data
ecosystem is still far behind in maturity, has an enormous
scope of research; continuous and active research
254

During this research work, we have found out about
twenty-five research studies, which had attempted to define
the data ecosystems. The authors use the term data
ecosystem without providing details. We did not find a
well-established definition of government (big) data
ecosystem.
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standards & policies, processes, organizations and
resources jointly work to perform data functions (collection,
integration, analysis, storage, sharing, use, data security &
protection and Archive) [69],[70],[71], [72], [73], [75],
[74], [68], in order to extract value [27], [43],[32], [51],
[36] from data to ensure better services delivery, support the
businesses, promote data-driven administration & open
government, boost data economy and policy creation to
benefit citizens, businesses, and government bodies itself”.
In the literature, we also did not find harmonization in
(big) data actors and their roles. To address this literature
gap, we propose a holistic four-dimensional classification of
government (big) data ecosystem actors and their roles. The
classification mentioned above provides a comprehensive
set of actors and gives clarity in actors' roles as well.
As future work, we intend to explore further and analyze
the literature to address the aforesaid identified gaps on the
subject ecosystems by proposing a new: i) a data life cycle
for the next generation data-driven government. We also
intend to ii) develop a Critical Success Factor (CSF)
framework for the government data ecosystem incorporating
six leading data ecosystem CSFs dimensions:
Organizational, Economic, Social, Technical, Legal, and
Semantic (OESTLS), iii)
clearly defined a set of
components of the government data ecosystem based on an
adequate criteria, and iv) a theoretical framework of datacentric (conceptual) architecture for the next generation
data-driven government.
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